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community of wartime Aleppo, which emphasizes the resistance of the collective at
the bottom-level rather tban ind.lviduals at tbe top. Arguing that scholarly and public
attention to the Armenian genocide has been biased in favor of perpetrator-centered
narratives, armed resistance and western bumanitarianism, Mouradian attempts to
restore agency to Armenians allegedly described as passive victims and recipients
of forelgn aid. lnformed by similar debates in Holocaust literature, be argues that
the varfous survival strategies employed by tbe victims themselves constitute active
resistance.
In an afterword to the volume, Hamit Bozarslan discusses continuities across
time, from the attempted reforms in the nineteenlh century and what Kleser refers to
as the betrayal ofthe "O toman Spring" of1908 meaning the brief promise of Ottoman
liberalism, to tbe current regime ofRecep Tayyip Erdogan, a reformist-tumed-rogue
much like tbe Young Turks of the 1910s. Althougb the discussion of these analogies
remains a bit sketchy, the afterword as weil as the volume's chapters as a whole offer
plenty ofinsights about the mass-violence and its legacjes 'in the post-Ottoman world.
The End of the Ottomans is a major contribution to Armenian genocide scholarship
and a promising sign of its vitality.
ERIK SJÖBERG
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Revision is a permanent and often fruitful feature of the evolution of historiography,
shifting an existing perspective is one of its frequently used methods. This volume
attempts a revision of this genre, and even if the effort is palpably driven by the logic
of commemorative cycles, it is not unjustified. Turning the telescope of the historian
to look out from the perspective of 1917 towards a hitherto unknown future is war
ranted, as that year was the moment of an acceleration of events and processes that
finally cbanged Europe fundamentally.
The editors of this volume attempted to use thls moment and narrow the focus of
contributions to look at phenomena and processes whose outcome seemed undeter
mined in 1917 and pointed towards the not yet settled, relatively open future. Thus,
the chapters are divided into three parts, the first one dedicated to political ideas
on the coming reorganization of Europe at local or regional Ievels; the second to
churches around the time of WWI; the third to visions of the future in lite.rary works.
Wttb this structure the volume-while narrow in terms of its chronological limits
spans a wide range of disciplines, a feature that does not help its coherence.
Coherence is the most signUicant challenge the editors faced, especially as the
individual cbapters never address broad issues. Their focus is deliberately narrow,
often relating small stories that are easily forgotten or neglected by that part of histori·
ography which tries to paint an all-encompassing picture of the changes after the WWJ.
Four of tbe five studies in the first part deal with political projects that either fruled
to be realized or turned out to be ephemeral. These were, however, not completely
unrealistic and demonstrate agency from the margins of historical consciousness.
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Lujbinka TosevicKarpowic presents how the Italian National Council prepared for the
realization of the annexation of Fiume to Italy, a topic she unfortunately cliscusses
mainJy 011 the basis of a single source, the minutes of the INC. Nataliya Nechayeva
Yuriychuk atgues that the Hutsul Repub.lic in the northeastern Carpathians was a
conscious attempt at Ukrainfan state-bui'lding, unfortunately neglecting the literature
on national indlfference. Tullio Vorano presents a fascinating attempt of miners in
the Italian Istria to establish their own communal mines with an attempted strike,
ultimately failing in this endeavor but for the time being strengthening their social
position. Nandor Bardi and Csaba Zahoran outline how pro-Hungarian ü1tellectuals in
what was to become the geographic center of Greater Romania, the Szekelyföld tried
to use the historic peculiarity of the region to obtain autonomy for all or most of the
Hungarians in the country, thereby planling the seeds of a polltical movement and
the corre-sponding suspicion from the Romanian side that exists even today. Finally
Eamonn O'Ciardha presents with rich material and flair how much the example of
dualist Hungary motivated the late nineteenth century Irish independence movement
and was used as a viable example of home rule and independence.
The second part consist of four case studies on churches. France Martin Dolinar
describes how the Catholic archdiocese of Görz/Gorica and its bishops experienced
the wartime suspicion of the authorities and the transition to nation-states in a multi
etbnic region. Neither ltaly, with the accession of Fascism, nor Yugoslavia, dominated
by the Serbia.n Orthodox Church, turned out to be friendly to Catholic dignitaries,
irrespective of their nationality. Neither was wartirne Austria-Hungary to its slavo
phone clergy, and state interve:ntion proved to be detrimental to the relationship
of the church and its believers. Heiller Grunert argues that not even the Serbian
Orthodox Church, whose representatives envisioned national redemption through
wartime suffering, was entirely satisfied with the new Yugoslavia that dismissed its
traditional autonomy and subjected it to extended state control. As a result, a divide
between church and society opened. In Lajos Szäsz' cbapter on l:lungarian protestallt
cburches, the coincidence of the political d1anges in the wake of the 1917 reforma
tion jubilee offers the starting point to argue that Hungaria.n Protestant tbinking Oll
the future was nationalistic, envisioned the Magyarization of tbe country, but the
year 1917 was also a moment of establishing tbe basis for the Christi.an-Conseivative
political unity that defmed counterrevolutionary Hungary. In contrast to Szasz, Tanja
Zigon demonstrates how the wartime circumstances and a small number of c.onstitu
ents subdued the reformation jubilee in Ljubljana.
The last part presents chapters on literature, and therefore an imaginary reality,
rather than a historical one, dominates. The exception is Johann Georg Lughofer's
study on Joseph Roth's experiences in western 1-lungary rigbt after the fall of the
Republic of Councils in August 1919. Roth found here a population favorable to
Hungary and often nationally indifferent, but it did not deter him from represent
ing the area with clear-cut national categories. While Lughofer's focus is similarly
narrow as the otber historicaJ chapters, Clemens Rutner's (apocalyptic scenatios in
German-language fanlastic literature), Anja Orekar Osvald's (utopia and dystopia in
the German language press of Lower Styria), and Milka Car's (MiroslavKrleza's ideas
in 1917) contributions span a langer period. In all three the emphasis is Oll the dys
topian potential of the early twentieth century and the war, as well as the idea of the
decline and dissolution of the bourgeois world as the dominant theme in journalistic
and literary products. However, while for Krleza Leninism and its utopian potential
offered the glimmer of hope, Germans in Lower Styria hoped to find salvation from
pan-German nationalism.
Tbe mlcro focus of the texts is a strength of the volume; these seemingly not
significant storjes revea.l important dynantics and forgotte-n agency (like the miners
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of Istria) or highlight issues that were much more significant for contemporaries
(like religion) than posterity presumes, based on today's radically changed soci
ety. Nevertbeless, with all the enriching detail and unexpected connections made
(lreland-Hungary) the volume remains a half-success, mostly because of the Lack of
coberence and the sometimes overly factual approach of the authors. lt shows that
diverse futures were imagined in 1917 and the attempted reversal of perspectives mer
its considerntion, but with a mosaic with too many missing pieces it offers little more
than the diversity itself.
GA.BOR EGRY
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"Landlord's Truth": Nobility of Left-Bank Ukraine and the Peasant Question During
the Late Eighteenth Through the First Half of tl1e Nineteenth Centuries is a revised and
abridged Russian version of U1e book which was originally published inUkrainian
in 2011. The monograph seeks to reconsider two influential narratives ofUkrainian
hlstory of the period in question. The first one, devised by the nineteenth century
populist hlstorians and later modified by the Soviet scholars, focuses on ensetl
ment and the increasing economic and social exploitation of Ukrainlan peasants
by the nobility. This narrative is critical of the forrner Cossac.k starshyna, who dur
ing Catherlne ll's reign acquired the status of the imperial nobility because of their
betrayal of the broader responsibility fot the fate of the fatherland and its society in
favor of narrow econ0rnic and social interests of one's own estate. The second narra
tive, whicb is dominant in contemporary Ukrainian history writing and which was
or..iginally produced by historians from the statist school, concentrates on the grad
ual abolition of the Ukrainian Cossack autonomies in the late eighteentb through
early nineteenth centuries. lt positively highlights ti1e activities of tbose mernbers
of ti1e former starshyna who opposed the imperial unification, who collected and
preserved sources from the past, and who penned hlstorical works devoted to the
glorious Cossack history.
Tat' iana Litvinova argues that Ukrainian history of the late eighteenth through
the first half of the nlneteenth century cannot be reduced to the imperial unification
and tbe Opposition to it. She also believes that the nobility is misrepresented in botb
abovementioned narratives. ln her view, it is the peasant question that defined the
logic of historical changes during the period in question. Ukrainian noblemen were
deeply immersed in the economic and social l ife of their estates. Their activities were
guided not so much by the desire to increase exploitation of tbe newly enserfed peas
ants but by their desire to organize the economy of their estates on rational grounds.
After the abolition of autonomy, the nobility did not also abandon their responsibility
to the entire society. The noblemen attempted not only to take care of their own serfs;
they also came up with various economic, educational, and charitable projects that
had to benefit the whole local society.
To prove this argument, Litvinova examines ego-documents, speeches, proj
ects, and publicistic works produced by noblemen from the former Hetmanate-the
largest Ukrainian Cossack autonomous zone in the Russian Empire. Her analysis

